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Abstract 
 
Like many other developing countries, in order to improve those governmental 
processes intended to deliver services directly to its citizens, Tanzania has taken the 
ICT road. However, the country is facing some unexpected results.  E-Government 
systems are available, but they are not used by the public; even systems specifically 
intended for public participation ("e-Participation" - systems intended to provide 
government with opinion about public needs) are not being used. Traditionally, public 
participation is achieved by a range of means: votes at election time, referenda, 
consultative committees, public fora, community meetings, consumer fora, 
workshops, interviews, reports and other public hearing events. The introduction of 
ICT is supposed to bring greater participation but it is not achieving this. This paper 
presents and tests an analytical framework that assesses e-Participation 
implementation using mobile technologies, drawing on a range of literature and the 
results of interviews with stakeholders in an exploratory case study in the South 
African city of Cape Town. The framework considers five actors as the main 
conceptual stakeholders of the process, and includes 16 areas and sub-areas of 
exploration; its purpose is to determine the place of e-Participation in a community.  
Mobile technology is included as a specific enabler and agent of change, hence "m-
Participation".  the paper concludes with a discussion of the results in the context of 
the difficulties faced in Tanzania and makes comparison between the situation in 
South Africa and Tanzania. 
Keywords: e-participation; m-Participation; public participation; e-government; 

Mobile technology.  

1 - Introduction  

South Africa is seen as a representative, deliberative and participative democracy 
(RSA, 1996). The parliament is predominant and public participation is expected as 
the mortar that joins the institutional arrangements together. There are three spheres 
of government: national, provincial and local. And because of its proximity to people 
living in their community, local government is the service delivery hand of the 
government. Local government responds directly to community needs (service 
delivery), taking in consideration its opinion on issues (public participation).  
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Processes of public participation informing, consulting or involving citizens in 
decision making are already in place and use mainly traditional channels (mass 
media, public meetings, and so on) to reach to people in community (COCT, 2009). 
However they seem not to be improving the participation, informing and influencing 
the decision of officials. Furthermore, the city has indulged in the latest technological 
systems, and most people possess a cellular phone. It seems that the technology is 
there it but does not contribute to better listening of people‟s needs.  
Similarly, and like many other developing countries, in order to improve those 
governmental processes intended to deliver services directly to its citizens, Tanzania 
has taken the ICT road. However, the country is facing some unexpected results.  
Some E-Government systems are available, but they are poorly used by the public; 
systems for public participation ("e-Participation" - systems using information 
technology intended to provide government with opinion about public needs) are not 
being taken up.  
In both cases, the introduction of ICT is supposed to bring better listening of 
community needs and greater participation but it is not achieving this. Is it that 
citizens have not adopted the technology? Are they not ready for these systems? 
The research presents a framework for assessing the context of implementation of 
eParticipation systems that highlights what aspects of ICTs are hindering and 
favouring these implementations. The framework was developed from the literature.   
The study builds upon a comparative analysis of a South African and a Tanzanian 
case of perception of eParticipation to suggest the relevance of the framework.  
An important objective here is to inform and extend the debate on how to assess the 
terrain before implementation of eParticipation. 

2 - From e-government to m-participation 

The European Commission has funded numerous research projects within the 
boundaries of Europe, with the objective of exploring, understanding and describing 
eParticipation initiatives:  

“… efforts to broaden and deepen political participation by enabling citizens to connect 
with one another and with their elected representatives and governments, using ICTs”  
(Avdic et al., 2008; Tambouris, Macintosh, et al., 2007).  

The Democracy Network of Excellence known as “Demo-net” is one of them. That 
project brings deep insight on eParticipation, by providing research directions, 
research network, working definitions, case studies, first hand findings, frameworks, 
models and relevant theories (Avdic et al., 2008; Tambouris, Liotas, et al., 2007; 
Tambouris, Macintosh, et al., 2007). Getting online deliberation right is seen as 
critically important, for that is seen as the foundation to making eDemocracy work 
(De Cindio et al., 2010). Unfortunately Africa is not Europe and Demo-net was not 
extended to African communities. Would it have worked there?  Questions arise with 
regard to cultural, infrastructural or financial variations that might be found between 
Europe and Africa.  
Research has brought some understanding of the factors influencing implementation 
of egovernment in developing countries (and therefore eParticipation), varying from 
examination of the overall approach (Hawari & Heeks, 2010; Heeks, 2008), through 
the fluctuation of readiness indexes (UN, 2010; Dutta & Mia, 2011), to specific set of 
elements within the whole (Bagui & Bytheway, 2010; Bwalya, 2009; Kaisara & 
Pather, 2011).  
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This research considers momentum towards m-Government, compelling all 
progressive governments to open quickly, effectively and efficiently a mobile channel 
in their eGovernment design (Kushchu & Kuscu, 2003). The trend is driven by the 
impressive adoption of mobile communication technology systems, networks and 
services by the public: there is now a public need and demand to now connect with 
government via that channel (Kushchu & Kuscu, 2003). That immediately raises the 
issue of mobile participation, often referred to as m-Participation, especially because 
of the penetration of general mobile services in developing countries (Ghyasi & 
Kushchu, 2004). 

3 - Framework for assessing e-participation implementation context  

The framework was developed by drawing from an established theoretical foundation 
in social and political science, and information systems research.  
The paper endorses Taylor and Bytheway‟s (2006) set of four (4) interacting 
conceptual stakeholders for community informatics for mParticipation: Individuals, 
Businesses, Community, and Government. ICTs are conceived embedded within the 
lines of communication between them.  The main assumptions behind that 
framework are that an individual‟s perceptions and attitudes towards other 
stakeholders, ICTs, public participation and the use of ICT in that process are highly 
dependent on his/her: 

- community culture and other social structures;  
- social facilitations provided by government and business 
- relationship to ICT artefacts;  

and that those perceptions and attitudes are determinant of the intention to use and 
use behaviour of ICTs (Venkatesh et al., 2003).  
 
Table 1 summarises the definitions for construct deduced from literature review. 

Table 1: Framework construct definition and references 

Themes / 
Categorie
s 

Definition References 

Perception 
and 
Attitudes 

The degree to which an individual believes that a 
particular system or entity would enhance or 
diminish his or her ability to communicate needs and 
opinions; 

An individual behavior or modification of behavior as 
a response to a perceived external action. 

(Venkatesh et al., 2003; 
Venkatesh, 2000)  

Human 
capital 

Eskill:  

“The ability to develop and use ICT within the 
context of a knowledge environment and associated 
competences that enable the individual to participate 
in a world in which ICT is a requirement for 
advancement in business, government and civil 
society” (Wesso, 2008:37) 

(J. S. Coleman, 1988; 
Mitrovic and Bytheway, 
2009; Taylor and 
Bytheway, 2006)  

Innovation Idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by 
an individual or other unit of adoption.  

(Rogers, 1995) 
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Needs and 
opinions 

Stakeholders‟ needs and opinions on common 
matters. 

(Häikiö, 2009; A 
Macintosh, 2004) 

Culture 
and social 
structure 

Culture can be seen as an element of identification 
of a group of people. It translates symbols (writing, 
language, history and pictograms), values (benefits) 
and norms (characteristics and behaviours) for 
relating to self and to others, relating to authority, 
and relating to risk  

(Hall, 2000) (Schwartz, 
1999; Doney et al., 
1998)   

Participatio
n 

Quantity and quality of actors as well as actions 
realized in the Process of Public participation. 

 

(A Macintosh & Whyte 
2008; Tambouris, A 
Macintosh, et al. 2007; 
Tambouris, Liotas, et al. 
2007) 

Social 
Capital 

„as the aggregate of the actual or potential 
resources which are linked to possession of a 
durable network of more or less institutionalized 
relationships of mutual acquaintance or recognition’ 
(Bourdieux, 1985). 

(Putnam, 1993; Portes, 
1998) 

Political 
environme
nt 

Democratic system, relationship between the 
political parties and leadership. 

(Fountain 2001; Fischer 
2010; Dryzek & List, 
2003) 

Social 
facilitation 

Social influence and available facilitating conditions 
within a community 

„human and social capital of elements fostering the 
effective use of ICT’. 

(Venkatesh et al., 2003) 
(Gurstein, 2003) 

Laws and 
policies 

Regulatory environment (A Macintosh & Whyte, 
2008; Maumbe & Owei, 
2006; Memeza, 2000; 
Mitrovic & Bytheway, 
2009) 

Organisati
on 
structure 

Government administrative and political structure (Fountain, 2001) 

Initiative E-consultation, eInclusion, eServices (De Cindio et al. 2010) 

Digital 
divide 

(DD) 

Digital divide or DD is understood here as the 
difference in ICT infrastructure, e-skills, and access 
to ICT artefacts between sub-councils of the city of 
Cape Town. 

(Gurstein, 2003; OECD, 
2003) 

Access Capabilities to availability of ICT artefacts, eSkill, 
language, eService quality 

(Kaisara & Pather, 2011) 

 

Content Information and knowledge provided via ICT (Kaisara & Pather, 2011) 

Infrastructu
re 

All components of the system (People, Technology, 
processes) supporting the achievement of 
mParticipation 

(Maumbe & Owei 2006; 
Kushchu & Borucki, 
2004; Kushchu & Kuscu, 
2003)  
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Table 2 summarises stakeholders‟ closeness to areas of inquiry or themes and 
derived related categories. 

 

The use of this framework calls for a mixed methods strategy for collecting and 
analyzing data according to research questions and aims (Creswell and Plano Clark, 
2010). Table 3 suggests a research matrix where areas of inquiry direct the choice of 
the methods.  

4 - Research methods 

The aim of this study was to explore how ready communities are for m-Participation 
implementations using the framework here presented. The framework was to be 
used to guide the choice of the method(s) which fits the collection of data related to a 
particular category. 
The study utilised an extended literature review to garner data to build the 
framework. Data from documents and from interviews in the city of Cape Town in 
South Africa and from the city of Dar Es Salam in Tanzania were collected and 
analysed using that framework. These cities were chosen for their economical and 
political position in their respective national context; and also because we were 
residing there and were not having much funding to deepen our sampling with a 
more representative population of the contexts.  
Documents and literature review provided data about communities‟ culture and 
social structures, ICT social facilitation evidence and Digital divide evidence, while 
the bulk of perceptions and attitudes came from interviews (See table 3). 

Table 3: Research matrix for the study 

Area of inquiry Interview Literature 
review 

Documentatio
n 

Content 
analysis 

Perception and Attitudes √   √ 

Culture and social structure √  √ √ 

Social facilitation √ √ √ √ 

Digital divide √ √ √ √ 

Table 2: Framework for exploring mParticipation in developing countries 

Stakeholder
s / 
Categories 

Individual Community Government 
and 
business 

ICTs 

Areas of 
inquiry or 
themes  

Perception 
and 
Attitudes 

Culture and 
social structure 

Social 
facilitation 

Digital divide 

Categories  Human 
capital 

Participation Laws and 
policies 

Access 

Innovation Social Capital Initiative Content 

Needs and 
opinions 

Political 
environment 

Organisation 
structure 

Infrastructure 
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5 - Exploring Cape Town’s preparedness to mparticipation 

In the city of Cape Town, 9 members of local government, and 11 members of the 
public from communities, and businesses were interviewed. All interviews were 
performed between October 2010 and March 2011. 
We will present here as illustration (Table 4) some of the content of a focus group 
interview of the members of community, set against content from an interview with 
the sub-council manager of the locality where they reside. The respondents were all 
from the „coloured’ ethnic group:  2 women (R1 and R2) around 30 years of age, and 
one young male (R3) under 20 years of age. The women had an occupation while 
the male was recovering from a disturbed life and was getting back to school. 
The geographical context is Athlone, which is in the Cape flats area of Cape Town. 
The place is renowned for its high rate of unemployment, poverty, substances 
abuse, crime and gangsterism.  
 

 

Document review on Cape Town 
The network readiness rank of South Africa has recently been assessed as 61st in 
the world: 

 “... fairly stable at 61st place overall, with notable strengths in the first-
class quality of its market (25th) and regulatory (23rd) environments, 
characterized by a well-developed financial market (6th) and venture 
capital (39th), favorable laws relating to ICT (32nd), strong intellectual 
property standards (27th), and low software piracy rate (18th), among 
other advantages”.(Dutta & Mia, 2011) 

South Africa's overall eGovernment index rank is 97th with an eParticipation rank of 
64 out of 184 (UN, 2010). There are at least as many SIM cards in circulation as 
there are people. Mobile operators have implemented cutting edge services on their 
networks and cover all the populated parts of the country.  
Hence there is a generally positive context within which to proceed with 
eGovernment and eParticipation, and mobile services are in place.  It is not 
surprising therefore, that researchers have already suggested ways of implementing 
m-Government to fit South African needs; all calling for a synergy of stakeholders 
(Maumbe and Owei, 2006). The merits and benefits of mobile technologies are the 
focus of much interest at present, and this paper considers m-Participation as a 
feature of m-Government in the same way that eParticipation is a feature of 
eGovernment. 
In line with international trends and best practices, the government of South Africa 
devised strategies and plans for all its spheres (national, provincial and local) and 
started to adopt/enact eGovernment with laws, policies and standards based on the 
acquisition and the use of ICT. State owned entities and bodies were created and 
other organs saw their prerogatives extended to carry through the strategy at all 
levels, including the Departments of Public Service and Administration, Local 
Government, Communications, Science and Technology, the Government 
Information Technology Office Council (GITOC), Electronic Communication Security 
(Pty) Ltd, the Universal Service and Access Agency of South Africa (USAASA), the 
Independent Communications Authority of South Africa, the “.za” Domain Name 
Authority (.za DNA) and the State Information Technology Agency (SITA) (Farelo & 
C. Morris, 2006; DPSA, 2007; DPSA, 2008).  
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At Local Government level in the city of Cape Town, other documents and sources 
apart from those around municipal system, structures, elections and finances, 
evidence the change: 

 National Framework for Local Economic Development (LED) 2006-2011 ( 
2007) 

 National policy framework for Public Participation (2007) 

 City of Cape town cellular telecommunication infrastructure policy (CCT, 
2002) 

 City of Cape Town Language policy (2002) 

 City of Cape Town Public engagement policy (2009) 
 
The city of Cape Town has a rich informational portal ambitiously on the way to 
achieving a sort of „open government‟ stature, and available at 
http://capetown.gov.za.  
A brief review of the state of the City of Cape Town indicates something about the e-
readiness of this part of the country:   

 The Government of the city has chosen to go the ICT route, following a „Smart 
City‟ strategy. An Enterprise Resource Planning system was deployed and 
then extended, with benefits to the city billing and procurement processes.   

 The „SmartCape‟ initiative put PCs in libraries for public use.  

 A new optical fibre network is being installed throughout the city.  

 New safety systems to monitor and control crime are being implemented 
around toll numbers, GIS, and police databases. 

Mobile operators in the city of Cape Town are: Vodacom, MTN, Cell C, Virgin Mobile 
and 8ta (Telkom). They all offer the full range of mobile services in various packages 
and cover the whole city, hence Cape Town presents an optimistic view of the e-
readiness of South Africa, with impressive IT investment, a specific legal 
environment, responsive communities using mobile devices, and a flourishing mobile 
business environment. However, mParticipation still seems not to have taken off.  
The study convened a focus group in Athlone with three (3) respondents and spoke 
to the sub-council manager; selected content is presented in Table 4: 
 
 

Table 4:  Interviews in Athlone 

Categories Athlone focus group Athlone sub-council manager 

Perception 
and 
Attitudes 

R1: indigenous!... People say that we 
are 'coloured', but we don't really know 
what it means... 'Coloured' isn't a race. 
R1: And the coloured one is always 
last... 
R1: you always get white, then black 
and then coloured... 
R1: it's a mindset thing... And surely in 

By a large it is form with the most senior 

people at the moment. But there is a shift 

for a greater level of civic involvement 

from younger people.  

There is a tendency for younger people in 

the area to get more involve with their 

own careers or individually empowering 

activities than the senior citizen are a lot 

http://capetown.gov.za/
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the Cape Flats people will have that 
attitude. 
R1: I would never engage with that 
kind of topic... (politics) 
R1: every woman is a leader... 

R1: It is written in the bible... A woman 
is a leader in her home and a leader 
over her children 
R1: So mobile is the leading 
communication technology for 
communities, for the youth, for 
everybody. 
 

R2: What ... Public participation? 

R2: Politic is a bit negative... 

more involve in collective empowerment. 

 

We're hoping that with time people will be 

more interested  

Probably engage with a younger audience 

as well, which is more incline to 

communicate via electronic means 

 

Human 
capital 

  

Innovation R1: yes we did talk to one another... 
We used 'aims'. It's a machine 
between social networks, and sms and 
mixit.  
R2: using the phone? 
R1: My mother says no... this is not for 

me... But she does use sms... 

R3: My mother also who is getting to use 

Mixit, really is using it a lot... 

 

If you go to any of the libraries, you will 
find the 'Smart access to libraries'. So 
that's open to the public 
They achieve giving an experience of 
accessing the web. 
I think that Rlab is an exception and an 

innovation, but I think there are ways 

where we could hold hands to help what 

they are doing so that more people will 

have access to it. 

Needs and 
opinions 

R3: yes... I think that what I want to 
see in a leader... I want to see his 
passion for youth. If he has a passion 
for youth I will stand with him... I don't 
want to see someone with a suit and a 
tie, and just like... 
If government can somehow come up 
with something ... And show that they 
can understand youth ... I will run 
behind them... Must of youth will 
vote... I know 

 

R1: Cell C with her last campaign, 
changing everything, did very well. I 
don't see vodacom being so 
successful.  

 

R3: I think that Telkom and Cell C, 
they all come after Vodacom... 

Because what I experienced so far 
have been some of communities which 
were called to coming together 
annually for solicitation of opinion. We 
call them in meetings, we ask them to 
have their say and tell what they need, 
and then we take them back to the 
city. There is a major break in term of 
a loop back to those communities... 
People.  
 
Although I think what is happening in 

many of our disadvantaged communities is 

that with the growing number of 

unemployed youth between other choices 

are becoming more community activist in 

order to express their needs 
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Culture 
and social 
structure 

  

Participatio
n 

R1: I don't pay taxes yet... 

 

R1: yes we did... We went to vote for 
our mum... In/for our area... 
R1: ya... but we never really get how it 
works 
R1: For local government ... we had to 
vote, we were asked please vote... for 
people of Bridgetown 
R1: I should have voted but I didn't 
vote... 
R1:I didn't vote for south African 
government... President... I didn't 
vote...but I do have a bad mind of 
seeing some south African areas 
where it would have made a 
difference... A vote can make a 
difference. 
 
R3: I don't see anything happening ... I 
don't vote.  

No, the ward forum is open to public 

participation, people can come and attend 

and observe. 

 

The actual notification is only sent to the 

members of the forum 

We don't send it to the broader public  

 

Social 
Capital 

R1: for someone in my church... 
R1: One of our pastors is a 
chairperson...in our community... 
That's part of the provincial 
government... And we have a 
provincial government building in our 
area. 

 

Political 
environme
nt 

R2: it was a COPE thing... 
R3: yah... youth for religion... COPE! 

She moved from her party to join DA... 

 

Social 
facilitation 

  

Laws and 
policies 

 And in the local government we are 
dealing with a very structured 
environment with regard to policy, and 
policy with regards to communication, 
and communications on public 
platforms, which are public spaces, 
and that will need to be managed, 
because it can become quite 
destructive if it is not well managed.  
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Initiative R1: We used a database. We collected their 
cellphone numbers, and together with Cell life, 
we used bulk messaging, we can send one 
message to hundreds of people... That's how 
we did it... 

We make use of a bulk sms system 
 We send out notifications to Wards 
councilors  and forum members to 
remind them of wards forum meetings 
It is very much useful in that it provides 
a quick access to people and provide 
us with a code that you can pulled 
from the system to know who received 
it or not.  
We do that when the meetings are 
announced 

Organisati
on 
structure 

 The ward councilor informs the sub-
council what are the active sector they 
have to care about: sport and 
recreation, agriculture...  
Then we engage in electoral process. 
We call those sectors together, and 
people interested together, and then 
they will elect a sector representative 
in their forum. And the onus is on that 
representative to provide feedback on 
sport and recreation in that ward.  
Once elected, that person's details 
come onto our system, and from there 
he will receive all relevant information 
needed like agenda, notification of 
meetings, etc. 
  
He has the responsibility to come to 
the ward forum meetings, engage with 
the forum discussions and provide 
feedback to the constituency that 
elected him/her 
  
Once a ward forum is constituted it is 
the onus of the ward councilor that is 
chairing the forum to engage with his 
members in order set an appropriate 
schedule for their meetings. By large, 
our ward forums happen in the 
evening, which is more convenient for 
working people to be able to attend 
them. 
We have something that is called 
'Inter-directorate liaison (IDL)', 
because of the nature of sub-council 
which serve as a nexus for politician, 
the communities and of course the 
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service delivery line department.  
 
And our function is largely monitoring 
and service delivery;  

 

Digital 
divide 

R1: (Youngsters) they will have the 
feeling that a building with WIFI is 
normal... We didn't grow up with that 
kind of life style.  
R1: ...if everybody went for a data 
package, it would've cost a line rental 
and R400... I pay line rental to Telkom 
only to have an extra line. So I am 
lucky now because I got a data 
package for a year for free.   you will 
have on prepaid at R3000 once off. 
Now look at a low income house hold 
who would like Internet at home, they 
won't have that amount. 
So Cell C came with a very interesting 
offer...I am going to market Cell C... 
It's a prepaid bundle with a 60gig of 
data for a year....  
R2: we didn't have these things...  
 

Currently cellphones are widely 
accessible in the metro region  

 

Access R1: Because who comes to the 
library? Euh...because children now 
are born in a digital world... And all 
they know are Internet and the 3G 
stuff... She won't know and she will 
think that having a laptop is part of life 

 

Content R3: if you want everybody, the youth 
and the elderly, if you want all the 
generations, you will have to consider 
Mixit, because Mixit is used by all... Or 
facebook... 

 

What we are doing actually is the 
cyberlaunch of the sub-council website 
on the city's intranet.  
So our website will be live and people 
could come and make comments and 
we will be able to know how many hits 
we got on that site 
We are supposed to update that 
website 
We've been busy sending through 
information about the sub-council 
activities, which are then moderated 
and published 
Our monthly agenda and other 
information will be uploaded onto that 
site via 'Sharepoint' 
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Respondents from the community advanced such factors as: finances, a lack of trust 
in government, a bad image of politics, the feeling of not being listened to, or have 
never been engaged via that medium. The government suggests that it is premature 
to abandon mParticipation because the participating population is not yet well 
acquainted with that technology, of course, one  might expect youngsters to want to 
become involved, especially because they are skilled at using the new technologies, 
yet they do not yet participate significantly. The government indicates it is “working 
on it”, hassling to abide by laws and policies while moving its staggering 
organisational corpus into transformation. That shows strong differences in 
perceptions and attitudes between stakeholders preventing the possibility of 
mParticipation from becoming reality.  

6 - Exploring Dar Es Salaam preparedness of to mParticipation 

A literature review on Tanzania and reflexively on Dar es Salaam was conducted  
Interviews were carried out with different people from specific groups of citizens from 
Dar es Salaam, including unemployed persons, government employees, private 
business people, university students and lecturers. All interviews were performed in 
March 2011.  
 
Document Review on Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania 
The United Republic of Tanzania (URT) with an eastern sea board on the Indian 
Ocean and a western border abutting several of East Africa‟s Great Lakes, has a 
surface area of 945,087sq km and an estimated population of more than 40 million 
inhabitants. Over 70% of the population has the minimum requirements of literacy. 
The country has a majority of Muslims and a minority of other religions which can be 
broken between Christianity and indigenous believes. English is the official language 
while Kiswahili is the national language (CIA, 2011). The URT was formed after the 

 

Infrastructu
re 

R1: but there is one problem that is 
infrastructure...because... What was 
the time allowed to work over there? 
Was it 40min... 
R1: what can you do with 45min 
yourself? 
R1: the PCs are the lowest grade...  
R1: People in their homes have those 
data packages faster than that... 
 
 

I think it is to the interest of 
government and of service delivery to 
have that kind of information. I mean I 
think that how the IDP process which 
is one of our major public participation 
society solicitation of opinion with 
regard to service delivery. And I think 
that IT and eCommunication systems 
can widen the network 
We have a central sort of call in line 
where people will send in information. 
But often for by-laws, this information 
is directed to councillor‟ offices. 
We also have a system known as the 
C3 system where the complaints come 
in, and have to be recorded in the C3 
notification system. 
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union between Tanganyika and Zanzibar in 1964. Dar es Salaam is the largest 
commercial city, and Dodoma is the capital city and the seat of the government.   
The Government of the United Republic of Tanzania is a unitary republic based on 
multiparty parliamentary democracy (URT, 1998). 
All state authority in the United Republic is exercised and controlled by the 
Government of the United Republic of Tanzania and the Revolutionary Government 
of Zanzibar. Each Central Government has three organs: the Executive; Judiciary; 
and Legislature.  These have powers over the conduct of public affairs. In addition, 
Local Government Authorities assist the central government (URT, 1998). The 
country is divided into 26 administrative regions, which are divided into 140 
administrative districts. Local Government intends giving more power to the people 
to competently participate in the planning and implementation of development 
programs within their respective borders. 
Local Government Authorities are also classified into two categories: Urban 
authorities which are responsible for the administration and development of urban 
areas ranging from townships, municipalities and cities (e.g: Dar es Salaam and 
Mwanza); and rural authorities commonly known as District Councils.  
Dar es Salaam is the biggest city in the country and is subdivided into three districts: 
Ilala the administrative, Kinondoni the popular and Temeke the industrial district. She 
is the capital of the region of the same name from which it is administratively 
distinguished. The city is governed by a City Council administration, headed by a 
Mayor. The City Council is responsible for issues including fire brigades, 
construction, waste management, finance, administration, health services, urban 
planning, environment, transport, planning and statistic. (Cammi, 2006). 
The political environment is dominated by the Party of the Revolution or CHAMA 
CHA MAPINDUZI (in Swahili). Opposition parties have reportedly on some 
occasions been denied rally permits, and their party members detained, intimidated, 
and harassed, notably during electoral periods, according to human rights groups 
(Nyirabu, 2002).  
Despite impressive natural resources, according to International Monetary Fund 
(IMF, 2011) Tanzania is one of the world's poorest economies in terms of per capita 
income. The wealth of the country seems unexploited and poorly redistributed. 
The United Republic of Tanzania Development Vision 2025 singles out ICTs as a 
key enabler for socio-economic development in Tanzania. The network readiness 
rank of Tanzania in the world has recently been assessed as 118 th (Dutta & Mia, 
2011), with an eGovernment rank of 137 coupled to an eParticipation rank of 135 out 
of 184 (UN, 2010). 

One of the benefits of the policy is the formation of the ICT sector regulatory body, 
the Tanzania Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TCRA). 
The commitment of Government is illustrated by the integration and development of 
the national optical fibre backbone and construction of new linkage on the 
fragmented fibre network nationwide, which is a project in progress (Maimu, 2005). 

The main users of IT in Tanzania include the government, the private sector, 
parastatal organisations, banks and educational institutions, with initiatives like the 
BridgeIT (Trucano, 2009) project which used mobile phones to provide support for 
teacher‟s training or Maji Matone project for mParticipation in rural areas (Ryan, 
2011). 
The introduction of ICTs into the public sector as a step on the way to e-government 
received its impetus from the Public Sector Reform Program (PSRP) and Local 
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Government Reform Program (LGRP). To facilitate the implementation of the e-
government strategy, an e-government agency was created. 
The ICT Market in Tanzania has also been growing. Private operators such as Tigo, 
Zantel, Telecoms, Vodacom, Air Tel, SasaTel and TTCL now provide various 
services; and about seventy percent of Tanzanian surface are covered by mobile 
services. 

The study performed 5 interviwes in the city of Dar es Salaam from which a selection 
is illustrated here in table 5. 
 

Table 5: Interviews in Dar Es Salam 

Categories/ 
Respondent 

Resp1 Resp2 Resp3 Resp4 Resp5 

Perception 
and Attitudes 

In my 
opinion there 
is an 
increasing 
use of the 
ICT 
participation 
in the 
general 
public, 
however, 
most of it is 
based on 
casual 
information 
sharing. Only 
a fraction of 
such use 
may be 
contributing 
to the 
development 
in all sectors 
of the 
economy. 
has 
increased 
my work 
performance 
and 
efficiency in 
terms of 
sending and 
receiving 
information 
with a very 

It is very 
useful 
though some 
people fear 
about it. 
 
This is very 
good idea 
but people 
has to 
change their 
attitude. 
Most of 
people are 
still using the 
traditional 
one   . 
It is time 
saving as 
well as 
resource 
economizing. 

The access 
is good since 
now days 
you access 
by mobile 
phone, but 
mostly when 
you are in 
township 
(urban). 

Its great idea 
because I 
can access 
different 
information  
at any time 
without time 
limit 

It eases 
communicatio
n problems 
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short time 

Human 
capital 

I should say 
my 
interaction 
with other 
government 
officials is by 
the use of 
ICT 

The ICT 
skills in 
Tanzania is 
not yet fully 
applied, as 
compared to 
other 
countries like 
Zambia 
which is the 
same level 
as Tanzania 
 
I mostly use 
mobile for 
my social 
network and 
internet  for 
accessing 
different 
information  

  interact 
using social 
networks, 
availability of 
Universities 
and provides 
many ICT 
programme 

ICT skills 
need be 
strengthened 

Innovation Despite the 
wide range 
use of ICT 
still it has not 
been used 
effectively for 
innovative 
purposes.  

I consider it 
to be good 
and I 
adopted 
since is the 
new way of 
performing 
my work 
easily. 

   

Needs and 
opinions 

     

Culture and 
social 
structure 

     

Participation    To interact 
with 
government 
organization 
and other 
business 
transactions  

The 
participation 
rate is 
minimum  

Social 
Capital 

 I mostly use 
mobile for 
my social 
network and 
internet  for 
accessing 

  interact 
using social 
networks, 
availability of 
Universities 
and provides 
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different 
information  

many ICT 
programme 

Political 
environment 

     

Social 
facilitation 

     

Laws and 
policies 

     

Organisation 
structure 

     

Initiative      

Digital divide  Most of 
people are 
still using the 
traditional 
one. 

   

Access Access is 
still very 
limited as the 
availability is 
restricted to 
town centres 
where 
electricity 
supply is 
unquestiona
ble. In terms 
of 
information 
content, to 
me most of 
the 
information 
is useful and 
meaningful.  

Access is 
still low and 
the content 
is at modest 
stage 
 
 
 

The access 
is good since 
now days 
you access 
by mobile 
phone, but 
mostly when 
you are in 
township 
(urban). 

It used at the 
right time 
and people 
really need it 
 
 

Access is 
limited to 
higher ranks 
of authority 
 

Content In terms of 
information 
content, to 
me most of 
the 
information 
is useful and 
meaningful.  

  Content are 
ok and most 
of them 
reflect 
activities 
performed by 
respective 
organisation 

It suffices the 
needs of 
users 

Infrastructure Access is 
still very 
limited as the 
availability is 
restricted to 
town centres 

   The 
infrastructure 
for ICT such 
as e-gov, e-
service is not 
user friendly 
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where 
electricity 
supply is 
unquestiona
ble. 

course 
frequent 
power cuts  
etc 

 
We learnt from these interviews that Tanzanians are in the process of taking up 
ICTs. They are keen to use ICTs for social networking, particularly their mobile 
phones, but they do not tend to be involved when it comes to working with 
government. In other areas they do use the technology however, for going onto the 
web and for social interactions, instead of going to a place physically, or even 
sending a sms or making a phone call. 

7 - Discussion of results 

In Cape Town, South Africa. 
mParticipation is still at its threshold. The fast pace and spread of mobile 
communication in developing countries call for governments to make the necessary 
adjustments and transformations in order to cope.  

Drawing on a national strategy on eGovernment, the city of Cape Town is investing 
heavily in ICT and may be leading the country in this regard. The city‟s IT investment 
is exemplary and has the potential to enable innovative ways to attend to community 
needs using tools for complaints notification, and launching initiatives like the 
„Smartcape‟. However, even though almost everybody has a mobile phone and 
knows the basics of how to use it, mParticipation still doesn‟t happen. Respondents 
from communities advanced as impeding factors: finances, a lack of trust in 
government, a bad image of politics, the feeling of not being listened to or have 
never been engaged with via that medium. While the government suggests that it 
might be still premature to abandon mParticipation because the participating 
population is not yet well acquainted with that technology, even youngsters do not 
participate even though eSkilled, pehaps because they are not involved enough in 
community life.  The government is still working on this aspect of transformation. 
This demonstrates strong differences in perceptions and attitudes between 
stakeholders, preventing the possibility of mParticipation from becoming a reality.  

This study reveals a real dilemma:  in Cape Town individuals are calling for 
mParticipation, communities seem to be ready to move to use it, businesses seem 
ready to support it, regulations are in place to make it work (work in progress), and 
the government has the ICT capability to make it happen, but it does not yet happen 
despite  favourable elements cited 
 
In Dar Es Salam, Tanzania 
Despite the development of IT in the country and improvements in Tanzania‟s 
economic environment there is still a very evident unequal distribution of ICT access 
and capability. ICT is still concentrated in Dar es Salaam with little deployment or 
access in other urban centres or in rural Tanzania, and there is a shortage of well-
qualified professionals of ICT in Tanzania. 
Tanzania has established an e-government agency and an e-government strategy to 
insure proper application of e-government systems in public sector and allow 
electronic interactions with citizens. But even though there is an impressive growth of 
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mobile communication in Dar es Salaam, Tanzanian mParticipation is still at low 
level. Most citizens own mobile telephones but use them just for interpersonal 
communication, not to engage with the government or government agencies. Few 
are using it for business and to access information. People have different 
perceptions and attitudes when it comes to using mobile technologies to exchange 
information with the government, as suggested in the interviews. This implies that for 
mParticipation to be real in Tanzania, more effort is required from the government 
side to educate the people on the importance of not only owning a “mobile” but to 
use it to access and deliver information relating to government services, not only for 
interpersonal communication.  

8 - Conclusion 

In order to explore how the use of mobile technology favours or impedes 
mParticipation to unfold in developing countries, a framework was developed. The 
framework conceptualised and considered four main stakeholders in the process of 
public participation: individuals, communities, businesses, and government. It 
examines the dependencies between salient elements of mParticipation within these 
role players, principally: perception and attitudes, culture and social structure, social 
facilitation and digital divide. The framework directed the inquiries and the choice of 
research methods. While applying the framework‟s themes in Cape Town in South 
Africa and Dar es Salaam in Tanzania, we found that in both cities there were strong 
differences in perceptions and attitudes between the stakeholders of mParticipation; 
we found some cultural bias in the way people were approaching politics and a lack 
of trust in government; economic factors were also found to be important in choosing 
to use the mobile channel; businesses are bringing mobile technology into use for 
business purposes but private communications are the most interesting to users; 
regulations and policies are in place to channel implementations and governments 
have or are getting to reach enough ICT capability to make it happen, but it is not 
happening despite all of this. 

Further research should look at the factors that are hindering the adoption of 
mParticipation in places such as Cape Town in South Africa and Dar es Salaam in 
Tanzania, where the need for governments to deliver is so high, and yet the 
willingness or capability to engage using the latest technologies is, seemingly, so 
low. 
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